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Portocal [PORT] token address:


0xB0E3a02b36492800EB0fB6F9B7266041CB926055


Portocal [PORT] is a smart contract on the Binance Smart Chain launched on 1st July 
2021. Portocal iOS travel app & Portocal [PORT] DeFi token are products of Watashi No 
Namae Wa Un Ltd, registered in England & Wales, no 11410980, hereafter referred to as 
Watashi.


Buy on Pancake Swap - set Slippage to 13%-20%.


How to buy 
1. Download Trust Wallet and create your first wallet;


2. Buy desired quantity of BNB (Binance), and swap it to smart chain by tapping the 
three dots of your BNB page; you cannot execute purchase with normal BNB; BNB 
has the same value as BInance Smart Chain;


3. If you cannot find PORTOCAL in the search, type the contract address in the add new 

token field, then activate it. Trust Wallet will automatically find it; you can sell 

PORTOCAL back for BNB at any time;


4. Go to pancakeswap.finance on your browser, type the contract address in the coin 
search field; import the token;


5. Type in desired smart BNB to be swapped for PORTOCAL; make sure price impact is 

under 1% for the best value for money, and slippage between 13%-20%; if Price 

Impact is in red you get a really poor value for money; example: even if you buy £1 
million worth of PORTOCAL [PORT] and you will still not be able buy the whole market 
at the current price due to the market’s algorithm aimed at avoiding just that. This is 

what price impact is. You will drive the price of the token up a lot, but you will not buy 
the entire pool of the token. 


6. Tap SWAP; you’ll see your tokens in Trust Wallet shortly if transaction successful; 
price value might be delayed.


7. If you get errors while swapping (buying/selling) just round up/down your swap 
amount. Ex: instead of buying 1,345,659,320 PORT, try buying 1,300,000,000 PORT; 
same when selling PORT for Smart Chain BNB.




Summary 

	 Here at Watashi we believe in a true bright future, with full autonomy and freedom 
for the individual. We strongly think that if the world is allowing the successful installation 
of stakeholder capitalism, as per World Economic Forum, it will be the last poison 
humanity will ever take before total annihilation. It will bring the end of humans as we 
know it. This new doctrine means killing as many people as possible and total transfer of 
wealth to the few, while the many will rent and not be allowed to own anything ever in 
their lifetime. Humans do not and should not owe anything to another human being. We 
are born free, we should live free, and die free, without paying to breathe. Watashi 
believes in segregation. No, not the one you’re probably thinking. We believe in the 
segregation of human living. Let the ones supporting centralised governance and living 
with mortgages fight each other for resources and accumulation, while the free are 
constantly recycling the necessary resources without wasting, living a peaceful and 
engaging healthy lifestyle. The first will have borders, countries, wealth, etc., while the 
latter will live a borderless and happy life, focused on a wonderful collaboration between 
humans of any race. Let the segregation begin until the new system is proven. Watashi is 
calling this “Proof of Life”. PORT will be used and distributed based on “Proof of Life”. 
The current system we’re all living in is proven to be inefficient and unsustainable. It’s 
been proven for thousands of years. In a recent report from the UK’s Ministry of Defence, 
they’re taking about better preparations for future wars. So, ultimately, they are planning 
for a future with wars... 

	 Portocal [PORT] is a token that will bring forth the future no one wants to talk 
about. The future cannot belong to centralised systems. Governance as we know it is 
against the emancipation of human condition. All projects Portocal [PORT] token will 
manage are meant to considerably reduce industrial (non-animal) CO2, and ultimately 
eliminate the production of dangerous aerosols and pollution, and industrial and 
household spillages in the sea. Watashi will perform studies and start developing 
autonomous housing projects in remote areas of the Balearic, the UK, and other parts of 
Europe. All “Old World” businesses that want to join us will have to place collateral in 
PORT on the network, which ultimately would skyrocket the value of PORT on the market, 
even beyond the value of Ethereum in 2021. This is not a guarantee of price. 

	 Humans cannot overpopulate this planet. The compact and wasteful way we live is 
destroying whole ecosystems. We have been pushed to live as we do, and then accused 



of living the wrong way by the same people. Enough is enough. Reducing the CO2 to zero 
is also bad, as this will damage the planet even faster than too much CO2. We need to 
eliminate other artificial chemical compounds from nature. Plants feed on CO2. 
Eliminating the CO2 emissions is a deadly aim that would destabilise everything. Portocal 
[PORT] will solve many of these problems by creating a second society of fully 
autonomous and healthy humans that need no governance, no armies, nor borders. 
Governments need to have a singular purpose, that of eliminating crime, not freedoms. 
Our projects will change the way we live, including stopping misinformation about 
medicine and science in general. Each individual will have access to the real studies, 
unbiased and unmanaged by groups of interests. Ultimately, we are aiming at 
decentralising social media as well. Year 2020 showed us the real face of the world, and 
how technology used for the wrong purposes can destroy lives. Segregation based on a 
vaccine is tyranny, segregation to prove a new society is good. You might think that when 
achieving full autonomy the current crippled society will come to create havoc, but here is 
the catch. If your life does not need accumulation, gold, wealth, etc., what can they steal 
from you? Portocal [PORT] society will never engage in conflict with the blind of the 
current world. You cannot fight a passive opponent without looking ridiculous. The more 
they will accumulate, the less they will have, as many will switch to autonomous living, 
exhausted of being constantly in a debt they can never repay. What is the purpose of 
owning the whole gold in the world if no one is interested in it? The more they will 
accumulate the less they will have, as no one will buy into it. Portocal’s [PORT] motto is: 
why want more if you have what you need? On a psychological level Portocal [PORT] will 
only engage in changing perspectives through real examples, without using crowd 
psychologies to convince people into accepting toxicity. Humans should only be 
governed indirectly by a self-driving sustainable collaboration towards achieving a highly 
advanced and healthy society.

	 At Watashi we do not aim to create jobs, as they are traps for the mind and 
personal development, but only collaboration. We will collaborate with developers and 
decentralised entities to create life changing products, while keeping everyone as 
independent and contract-free as possible. We call Watashi a “Chameleon Company”. 
Unlike the companies you know, Watashi will not be made public. The only way to invest 
is by accumulating PORT, the network’s decentralised currency. Watashi will only put 
whole ecosystems into motion, then leave them to coexist, while moving to something 
else, with inherited financial power from the last project. Each project will support the 
next. When repairs need to be done, Watashi will change shape and colour again, going 



back fixing the issues, as all humans in these autonomous ecosystems will constantly 
and willingly tap into the network, supporting new projects fixing society. Autonomous 
projects have an unimaginable power due to it keeping people in the system debt, stress, 
commitment, and disease free. 


The team 
CEO

Iulian Stancu

The main man in Watashi is a British/Dacian (Romanian) former border police officer, 
writer, and entrepreneur, living in London, UK. He is an expert in ecological farming, wine 
making, law, and in isolating the gamma globulins from the human blood plasma (branch 
of immunotherapies). In 2007 he won a case in Intellectual Property in Westminster 
against a company represented by Squire Patton Boggs, one of the top law firms in the 
UK, after he presented the case in court with the help of his brother. You rarely have the 
chance to meet such an experienced visionary, and you want people like him to be in 
charge of amazing projects. Iulian is a man that delivers. He is the author of two novels: 
“This is my Electronica” - 2010, and “Kiss the Girl Save the World Kill the Baddie” - 2021. 
You can find his books at epipenbooks.travelportocal.com. Online you can purchase the 
books only with Portocal [PORT] crypto.


Legal & CFO

Gabriel Stancu

With even more years of experience in most of the above, Iulian’s bigger brother is also 
the man in charge of the financial strategies in Watashi. Together they are a whole army, 
with unlimited resources to succeed in anything.


The rest of the team are independent contractors.


Main Projects 

1. Portocal iOS travel app


Download the app here. 

Portocal mobile app will soon become your wallet and possibly an exchange. Portocal 
[PORT ]businesses will only accept Portocal [PORT] tokens as payment.


http://epipenbooks.travelportocal.com
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/portocal/id1474186548


This is the first version, and by investing in Portocal [PORT] and downloading the app you 
will improve the service exponentially, thus increasing the value of the tokens you hold. 
Portocal [PORT] token will be the main currency used within Watashi projects. In the 
future you will be able to tip the curators in the Portocal app, if you enjoyed a specific 
place.

	 Portocal is a LIVE travel app in the App Store aimed at delivering precision when 
travelling. What does this means for the user? Let’s say you’re in Lisbon for three days, 
you don’t have too much time to lose browsing the web and reading paid or irrelevant 
reviews in order to find a good restaurant, and risking to end up in a bad place. Portocal 
will give you only the best restaurants from your area, vetted by savvy local experts 
working/collaborating with Portocal. They will bring the best places into the app, to 
reduce the risk of eating in a bad place to zero. With this we are aiming to reduce the 
agglomerations in touristic hotspots, while good local businesses are struggling to find 
clients. Many good businesses are going bust daily due to lack of clients. Portocal 
doesn’t deal only with restaurants. It will also give you the best locations, attractions, 
secret places, and activities. Businesses will not be able to pay for being part of Portocal, 
and with time we will be able to give vital information about the ingredients used by the 
business, for example if they use GMOs or not. Portocal will include only outstanding 
businesses, and if in time we get complaints that one of them fell back on service and 
quality, criteria that brought them in the app in the first place, we will be removing them 
from the service until fixing the issues. All these integrity tests will be performed by our 
anonymous local experts. 

	 There are only ten openings in each country for Portocal travel app curators/
experts. If you are a savvy in your region send your interest to contact@portocal.app. You 
might have to pass a test. You will not know who the other curators in your country are, 
and your submissions will be regularly checked by the others, and by the creators. 
Curators are being paid 10% of the sales in their country, and in the future with 100% of 
tips from tourists. You will have to sign a collaboration agreement.


2. Vector Neutra


This is a patent in development that will change how news is being reported, stored, 
consumed, and owned. It represents a full decentralisation of the news coming your way, 
and will imply accuracy verification using AI. No one will have control of how news is 
being reported to the individual, and all media trusts will have to adhere to these rules or 

mailto:contact@portocal.app


face being left without readers. Individuals will have a choice to either keep on consuming 
biased news or switch to the new interactive platform presenting unaltered reality and 
science. Portocal [PORT] will be the main currency on the platform and consumers will be 
able to earn tokens from the media trusts accepting the platform, depending on the 
amount they consume. Due to the innovative nature of our invention we cannot give more 
details about the project until receiving the patent in most developed countries. Investing 
in Portocal [PORT] will speed up legal procedures and technical development.


3. Autonomous Houses


This is not a new concept but we plan on developing whole innovative habitats not 
needing to be connected to electricity (exploring new patent), sewage, or water supply. 
Our new concepts include recycling water, design around nature, extracting water from air 
to refill, not using dangerous chemicals to clean, wash, for hygiene, and to compost 
residue using natural processes. Portocal houses will truly be works of art and whole 
autonomous ecosystems run by AI, nurturing healthy human development. They will also 
cost ten times less than a normal petrochemical house, equipped with 100+ times the 
technology. These habitats will be designed as smart homes from inception. We’ll also 
work on technologies to design autonomous solutions for the existing houses. 


4. Artificial Intelligence 


We will be developing our own AI boxes containing all the available information in the 
scientific world and beyond. All houses will have one, but it will not be centralised. Your AI 
box will only be updated by request and physically by our tech team. It will not be 
connected to Web 2.0. This AI will be able to learn continuously and develop in your 
house, while you will have true science at your disposal 24/7. It will also self destruct if 
trying to open the box. We believe in independent AI, without human interference behind 
it. This AI box will also be your own private server. When building a website you will not 
have to pay for a domain name, hosting, etc.. Your information will only be accessible 
with your permission by issuing private keys to third parties, especially those on Web 2.0. 
We believe that everyone needs to have access to all the available information on the 
planet and beyond. 


5. Port of California restaurants




One of our most bold projects is a network of restaurants across the world, with the 
healthiest food possible. No GMOs will be used, and most ingredients will come from our 
own local eco vertical farms to avoid international transportation, storage, land farming, 
and the use of chemicals for preservation. Regarding the vertical farms, we aim at 
creating fully autonomous, AI-managed ecosystems, with just a few members of staff for 
supervision until proving the integrity and safety of the environment. Watashi believes in 
leaving the fields agriculture-free for the animals to come back. Adventuring into the wild 
in the UK knowing that there is no wild animal left to attack you is amazing on a selfish 
level, but terrifying when thinking how big our destruction is through extensive farming, 
and through fencing claimed property, even if it’s wild land.


6. Portocal POS


Soon we’ll be releasing Portocal POS, a simple & straightforward digital point of sale/
wallet that you will need to use when paying for any Watashi products in the future. It will 
only deal with Portocal contracts and no other coins. All personal information will be 
stored on the terminal, i.e. smartphone. You’ll be able to create transaction invoices and 
receipts using QR codes. 


7. Expanding payments with Portocal [PORT] to other businesses through 

investment incentives.  


8. Exploring ways of increasing coin dump tax to 50% or 

more for investment funds and financial institutions trying to influence the price in their 
favour. A way to protect small to medium investors in Portocal, and ultimately the 
Portocal environment. 25% of the dump will get redistributed to all other holders. 
*Pending further strategic & implementation study. 


6. Xcrutiny


We are building an open forum on our website and then later on move it to Web 3.0, to 
listen to any scrutiny of our projects and answer your questions. Why Web 3.0? Because 
we cannot accept being taken down by dark forces. We also aim at owning our 
decentralised servers to support only Watashi’s ventures, and make them completely safe 



against cyber attacks of any size, and even if the worldwide infrastructures ever go down 
for any reason. Watashi believes in full control of the business’ dynamics and integrity, 
and that cannot be achieved by using third party shared servers connected to the global 
mains. 


7. Creating a scientific consensus system based on 

[cPORT] and managed by fully autonomous AI

With the AI we’ll work on developing a scientific consensus system together with doctors 
and scientists that have no ties with the government. We cannot have two scientists with 
the same level of credentials fully contradicting each other on the same topic, and then 
the one with more appealing vision setting up policies within the governments and 
restrictions for the whole planet. This consensus will include all scientists, not just a select 
few. 

TBD


8. Tokenomics


Total supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 PORT

900,000,000,000,000 locked for burn at market cap milestones

Circulating Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 PORT

Liquidity Pool: 100,000,000,000,000

Current Price: ~$0.0

Minimum Supply that will be burned: 900,000,000,000,000 PORT


Transaction Tax 
5% going to holders

3% going back to liquidity pool

10% going towards Watashi’s projects, awards, marketing, and surprise burns


Milestones 
£1 Million Market Cap - 100,000,000,000,000 Burn

£100 Million Market Cap - 200,000,000,000,000 Burn

£500 Million Market Cap - 300,000,000,000,000 Burn

£1 Billion Market Cap - 300,000,000,000,000 Burn




Each Burn will not be announced. The Burn will be executed within 30 days after 
achieving the Market Cap Threshold for the burn. Following the Burn we will make the link 
public for everyone to verify it. Follow our media channels for updates.


Minimum Burn: 900,000,000,000,000 Portocal Tokens 
All burns after that will occur from the 10% project tax, and only if the price impact of the 
10% swap to BNB would be too high (to keep investors protected from huge price 
fluctuations). Example: if cashing out 10% would influence the price too much, 50%  of 
the 10% would be cashed out and 50% burned. This will not always be the case, and 
dependant on demand, number of holders, and the number of tokens that are required to 
be in circulation in order to support our projects and become a sustainable payment 
method in the future.


Example of approximate price fluctuation before and after first Burn 
£1,000,000/1,000,000,000,000,000 (circulating supply before Burn)=£0.000000001 per 
PORT


After Burn 
£1,000,000/900,000,000,000,000=£000000001111111

The more you hold the higher your investment will go. We recommend holding a 
considerable part of your investment even after the last burn, as the price could surge 
significantly when releasing our patents, and implementing the payment systems across 
the network. 


9. Acknowledgement 


As with any financial investment, it is the investors’ sole responsibility to get informed on 
the risks of such endeavours. Watashi is not liable for any loss of money outside of the 
commitment to burn 900 Trillion tokens at the specified market cap milestones. We 
cannot guarantee any price moves, and your investment bears any risks as other 
investments in the financial market. Watashi is not a lender, financial institution, nor a 
bank. Watashi is not regulated by any financial authority in any country, and the released 
product, Portocal [PORT], is locked on a public exchange. The price is a curve made up 
of all the retail investments at any time, and Watashi is not in control of the price. Watashi 
is not liable for any loss of funds, and by acquiring and selling Portocal [PORT] tokens it is 
understood that you’ve read this Whitepaper and agreed with it being a legal binding. 
Outside the promise of the CEO, Watashi is not responsible for any trader behaviour or 
loss of funds, nor any cyber attacks on wallets or exchanges.




Due to the uniqueness of our business pattern Watashi does not have to register with any 
financial authority, as all trading in Portocal [PORT] is done on a third party exchange. By 
accepting only PORT as payment tender across its businesses Watashi is taking all the 
risks of market price fluctuations. Why? Because if the price of PORT is registering a 
sudden drop which is not associated with Watashi’s activities, the customer still owns the 
product sold. It’s only the value of the tokens paid for that product what is going down, 
meaning a loss of value only for Watashi. PORT’s value is still locked against the Pound 
and Dollar at the point of sale. The value of the products bought will still be the same no 
matter the market movements of PORT, meaning full protection for the customer. Since 
PORT is considered a financial asset by regulators, Watashi is in talks with the Financial 
Conduct Authority to see if we need to register with them. We commit to keeping 
investors informed about any decisions made by either party.


Q&A

1. Why didn’t you burn at least half of the tokens after issuance like every other token 
issuer? 

Watashi believes in integrity, and how else could you gain the trust of your investors than 
by burning coins as promised. The team behind the business are renowned for having 
integrity. We are planning to build a strong relationship based on a proactive do rather 
than a done just to fool you into believing it’s a safe investment but we have no plan nor 
projects to deliver. See the case of SHIB. We also want to incentivise investors to hold 
and avoid panic market fluctuations based on Bitcoin’s moods. By holding through the 
planned burns investors will have more control over their profits. This might sound 
superficial to a new investor, but a savvy in crypto knows how the market tokenomics 
work. Watashi is offering full transparency, and the CEO’s assurance that it will happen as 
promised. After the last burn investors will have a clear picture of who is running the 
business, thus cementing a thriving relationship that will skyrocket the above projects, 
accelerating the full decentralisation and emancipation of human living, and making PORT 
one of the most reputable private moneys out there, accepted globally. This is what 
PORT’s future value is based on, and soon there will be no need to match the token 
against any fiat value. It’ll have an absolute intrinsic value of it’s own. To learn more about 
the team and their views on honouring promises do purchase the CEO’s novels. Burns 
will happen as promised. 


2. What if I lose my money?




It is your responsibility how much you’re investing, when, and how you plan your strategy. 
Watashi cannot guarantee any price, but only that burns and projects will go ahead as 
planned. Further regulation around the world will also influence any investment. This is 
out of our reach. We can only guarantee what is under our control. As we stand, you will 
not lose your money because of our strategy. 


3. Should I sell all my tokens when the price goes high?

We do not recommend sellling all tokens. Keep a safe amount in your wallet. If all our 
projects materialise as planned we anticipate that the price of one PORT will overtake 
Ethereum’s peak value of 2021 in less than 10 years. This is not a guarantee of price. 


Competition:

Purchase at least 1 million PORT in one go and we’ll choose 100 addresses at random to 
give an extra 10 million PORT. 

Purchase at least 1 billion PORT in one go and we’ll choose 50 addresses at random to 
give an extra billion. 

Purchase at least 100 billion PORT in one go and we’ll choose 10 addresses at random to 
give an extra 10 billion. 

Total prizes: 151 billion PORT


The Big Competition

At 1 billion Market Cap

10 x full spec Tesla 3 vehicles to random adresses 

10 x Life Saving Treatments to children waiting on lists for expensive surgery, medicine, 
etc..

We’ll publish the winning addresses on our website. You’ll have to claim the Tesla vehicle. 


